The Tory War on Democracy

The Conservative government is making a concerted effort to push through new laws to
destroy British Democracy & create a Corporate State.
By sliding obscure laws through the Westminster Parliament on; TTIP, Infrastructure,
Fracking, The Land Registry, Planning, Free speech, Law & the Privatisation of Public Land
& Roads. They are gradually weakening Democracy & handing The Corporations
unchallenged legal control.
The Infrastructure Bill
Now being finalised in the House of Commons, The Infrastructure Bill;
Transfers all highways to central government control for privatisation.
Transfers all; public land, parks, woodland, common land, & National Parks to a new Central
Land Registry.
Tranfers planning control from local councils to central government.
Followed by the Privatisation of The Land Registry & the sale of all public land.
UK Petroleum (Fracking) the Government will finance with £151 Bn from consumers energy
bills.
Off shore planning restrictions are removed for drilling & wind farms etc.
Also Powers of Entry; Gives authorities access to any property to locate “foreign species.”
Although this is claimed to be a £2.6 billion boost to the UK economy,
I think that we all now know that this will be a boost to the Corporate Economy in the City of
London & not The Real Economy. Is this the biggest asset strip ever?
The Infrastructure Bill will become law before the end of this Parliament & the May 2015
election.
The UK Pro-Democracy Movement
The many UK pro-democracy movements have been warning the population for years about
this drift to Corporate Tyranny. But the London media has held the population in a vice like
grip of docility as The Corporations gradually took over more & more of our domestic &
government services.
The City Of London
The City of London is the bedrock of The UK Establishment. They have spent centuries
colonising far off countries, asset stripping & repressing their populations.
Now they appear to have brought their foul habits home to the UK.
In league with the USA Warmonger Corporations they are planning to take over not only the
UK but the whole of Europe.
The US war machine is legendary in its repression of Democracy around the world. Its
history is littered with 125 wars & the overthrow of 50 legitimate democratic governments.
The London Media
The London Media have kept the UK population sheltered from the brutality of this foreign
repression even though their country is involved in generations of colonisation & systematic
theft.
The separation of the two economies of sovereign Real Economy & the uncontrolled
Corporate Economy has previously allowed the docile population to live alongside the
Corporate Warmongers unhindered.

The Free Corporate Society
The expansion of greed in the Corporate Economy has not only brought it to the edge of
collapse it has allowed too many fraudsters into its web of deceit. This has caused a great
increase in the need for more & more resources & assets to strip worldwide.
They have now turned to the avarice asset stripping of the homelands of western culture &
Democracy. The UK, the USA & the EU.
The Corporations
The Corporations now plan a worldwide Cartel of Fraud where
they take what they like by “Trade Agreement.” Those who do
not acquiesce to the US/City of London “Trade Agreements”
are then subjected to brutal repression, financial sabotage &
even covert bombing.
For this to happen in our own sphere of influence, the base of
western society, is not easy to comprehend.
It is difficult for normal people to understand the extreme corruption & criminality of those in
control. Normal people always judge others by their own yard stick & give our governments
the benefit of the doubt time & again.
The Corporate Politicians
We have now been let down by two decades of Corporate Politicians who have pretended to
be Democrats.
It would not really matter if The Corporations or The Politicians were honest, or even if they
ruled the country with an acceptable level of corruption.
But this current attempt by The City of London, The Conservatives & the USA Corporations
to take over ownership of the whole of the UK/EU is not only criminal it is moronic.
Are the City of London, the USA Corporations & The Pentagon really going to repress the
people of Europe who have fought two World Wars to protect our countries & let them walk
in, steal our land, our Democratic State, our Justice System, our infrastructure & then charge
us for their costs?
Disinformation
The London Media hold the future of
humanity in their grasp but have chosen lies
& greed.
They operate a system of disinformation
where Corporate Mass Murder is covered up.
Where all the data on the UK economy is
falsely represented.
Where The Corporations are allowed to turn
the UK into a mess of confusion, war & fear.
Where The Corporations create unnecessary projects paid for out of government taxes.
Where the Energy companies hide their massive profits off shore while putting up their prices
because of ‘high expenditure.’
Where Warmonger Corporations create new wars for profit with the help of Western Media
propaganda & false flag attacks.
And where the gullible UK/EU/US populations get drained of taxes & resources to pay for
this insanity.

The Population
We are workers, we are consumers, we are householders, we are the targets of Corrupt
Corporations who are polluting & destroying the planet with the money they steal from us.
They have taken over our governments & now they are going to steal our land.
The City of London has impoverished the UK Real Economy by failing to invest in localised
projects while preferring to indulge in financial engineering & scams.
There was a time when The Corporations were happy to manufacture & provide services for
the UK population, now we seem to be the target of continuous asset stripping, profit shifting,
tax abuse & fraud.
The Tory Corporate Project to reduce the UK Real Economy to its lowest value so that the
fraud rich Corporations can buy up Sovereign & Public assets at rock bottom prices is just
another step away from the tenets of Democratic government;
Honesty, Integrity, Justice & Accounting.
But THIS LAND IS OUR LAND.
Anyone who invades the United Kingdom & Europe does so at their peril.
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